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Antecedent Facts

Accused Ajesta, Young and Balangue were the Barangay Chairperson,
Barangay Kagawad and Barangay Treasurer, respectively, of Barangay 611,
Zone 61, Bacood, Sta. Mesa, City of Manila.

In December 2007, the barangay officials of Barangay 611 passed
Resolution No. 005, Series of 2007 entitled "Barangay Resolution Utilizing
Expenses for Nutrition Program." In order to implement the project, accused
Ajesta engaged the services of a contractor, JMOS Trading represented by
Vivian Bautista (Bautista). The contractor was hired to prepare and process the
documents needed for the release of the budget.

On 28 December 2007, accused Ajesta, Young (barangay kagawad
appointed as Chairperson of the Committee on Appropriations), and Balangue
signed the Request for Obligation Allotment (ROA) and gave it to Bautista. The
ROA was approved by accused Manlulu, the City Accountant of Manila.

Thereafter, the budget was released and a check in the amount of
PI 6,910.00 was issued in the name of accused Ajesta.

However, it appears that no feeding program was conducted in December
2007. One of the kagawad, Jaime Din, investigated the matter and found out that
the documents submitted for the release of the budget were falsified as they
contained forged signatures of doctors who were assigned in another barangay.
Also, the documents were made to appear that a feeding program was conducted
on December 3 to 23,2007, when in fact, no feeding program took place during
the said period.

Proceedings before the Ombudsman

On 5 August 2008, a complaint was filed against all accused before the
Office of the Ombudsman for violation of Republic Act (R.A.) No. 3019, as
amended. Falsification of Public Documents, Malversation of Public Funds or
Property, and Use of Falsified Documents.

On 29 April 2009, the Ombudsman found probable cause to indict accused
of the crime of use of falsified documents, and directed that an Information be
filed against them before the Metropolitan Trial Court of Manila.^

Thereafter, accused Ajesta, Young and Balangue filed a Motion for
Reconsideration.

' Rollo, Vol. 1, pp. 4-18.

/■
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In its Order dated 11 March 2010, the Ombudsman denied the motion for
reconsideration and ordered the filing of the Information with the Sandiganbayan
considering that one of the respondents is a City Accountant.^

Proceedings before the Sandiganbayan

On 17 June 2010, the Office of the Ombudsman filed an Information

accusing Ajesta, Young, Balangue and Manlulu of the crime of use of falsified
documents under the 2"^ paragraph of Art. 172^ of the RFC. The accusatory
portion of the Information reads as follow:

That on or about December 2007 or sometime prior or subsequent
thereto, in the City of Manila, Philippines, and within the jurisdiction of this
Honorable Court, accused MARILYN C. AJESTA, LUISA B. YOUNG,
AND EUFEMIA D. BALANGUE, all low ranking public officers, being the
Barangay Chairman, Barangay Kagawad, and Barangay Treasurer,
respectively, of Barangay 611, Zone 61, Bacood, Sta. Mesa, Manila, while
in the performance of their official functions, and in conspiracy with
MARIA LOURDES R. MANLULU, Accountant of the City of Manila, did
then and there willfiilly, unlawfiilly, feloniously, and with intent to cause
damage, make use of the undated letter of Marilyn Ajesta to Lourdes
Manlulu containing the falsified signatures of Drs. Paz M. Franco and Nilo
O. Ortega, and the Certification signed by Marilyn Ajesta attesting that a
feeding program was had on December 3 to 23, 2007, when in truth and in
fact there was none, in order to successfully reimburse the amount of
SIXTEEN THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED TEN PESOS (Php 16,910.00)
from the local funds which they allegedly expended for the pretended
feeding program, despite knowing that these documents are false.

CONTRARY TO LAW.

On 28 Jime 2010, the Court issued a Resolution'* finding the existence of
probable cause against herein accused and ordered the issuance of a warrant for

^ Rollo^ Vol. 1, pp. 19-29.
Art. 172. Falsification by Private Individuals and Use of Falsified Documents. — The penalty of prision
correccional in its medium and maximum periods and a fine of not more than 5,000 pesos shall be imposed
upon:

xxxx

2. Any person who, to the damage of a third party, or with the intent to cause such damage,
shall in any private document commit any of the acts of falsification enumerated in
the next preceding article.

Any person who shall knowingly introduce in evidence in any judicial proceeding or to the damage
of another or who, with the intent to cause such damage, shall use any of the false documents embraced in
the next preceding article or in any of the foregoing subdivisions of this article, shall be punished by the
penalty next lower in degree.

/?o//o. Vol. 1, p. 84.

/'  H
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their arrest. On even date, accused Young,^ Balangue^ and Ajesta^ voluntarily
surrendered and posted cash bond for their provisional liberty. On 29 June 2010,
accused Manlulu likewise surrendered and posted her cash bail bond.^

Thereafter, the Court issued a Hold Departure Order on 1 July 2010
against herein accused.^

On 13 July 2010, accused Ajesta, Young and Balangue filed a Motion for
Judicial Determination of Probable Cause. On 15 July 2010, accused Manlulu
filed an Omnibus Motion for Reinvestigation and to Defer Arraignment."

During the scheduled arraignment on 16 July 2010, counsel for accused
Ajesta, Young and Balangue manifested that he is withdrawing the motion for
judicial determination of probable cause and instead prayed for time to file a
motion for reinvestigation.^^ As such, accused were given seven days within
which to file a motion for reinvestigation. The prosecution was given a like
period within which to file its consolidated comment on the motions for
reinvestigation."

In conformity with the Court's order, accused Ajesta, Young and Balangue
filed their Motion for Reinvestigation on 22 July 2010. Thereafter, the.
prosecution filed its Consolidated Opposition to the Motion for Reinvestigation
dated 2 August 2010." Accused Ajesta, Young and Balangue filed their Reply
to Consolidated Opposition to their Motion for Reinvestigation on 31 August
2010."

On 23 November 2010, the Court denied accused's motions for
reinvestigation."

When arraigned on 26 November 2010, accused Ajesta, Young and
Balangue, assisted by their counsel, pleaded "Not Guilty" to the charge."

^ Rollo, Vol. 1, p. 85 (O.R. No. 2313384,4870447,4875457), 86, (Undertaking of accused Young), 87 (Accused
Personal Information Sheet), 88 (fingerprint impression and photographs of accused Young) and 89 (Certification
of Atty. Ma. Teresa S. Pabulayan).
® Id. at 91 (O.R. No. 2313383,4870446,4875456), 92, (Undertaking of accused Balangue), 93 (Accused Personal
Information Sheet), 94 (fingerprint impression and photographs of accused Balangue) and 95 (Certification of
Atty. Ma. Teresa S. Pabulayan).
^ Id. at 97 (O.R. No. 2313382,4870445,4875455), 98, (Undertaking of accused Ajesta), 99 (Accused Personal
Information Sheet), 100 (fingerprint impression and photographs of accused Ajesta) and 101 (Certification of
Atty. Ma. Teresa S. Pabulayan).
' Id. at 104 (O.R. No. 2313385, 4870476, 4875492), 105 (Undertaking of accused Manlulu), 106 (Accused

Personal Information Sheet), 107 (fingerprint impression and photographs of accused Manlulu) and 108
(Certification of Atty. Ma. Teresa S. Pabulayan).
Md.atll3.
'0 Id. at 121-146.

" Id. at 195-201.

Id. at 204 (Order dated 16 July 2010).
Id.

"Id.at210-231.
'5 Id. at 283.

Id. at 285.

"Id. at 372-377.

Id. at 385.
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Accused Manlulu was arraigned on 18 February 2011 and, with the assistance of
her counsel, entered a plea of "Not Guilty."^^

During the pre-trial conference, the parties stipulated that "(a)ccused
Maria Lourdes Manlulu is a public officer being then the Accountant of the City
of Manila; Accused Marilyn C. Ajesta, Luisa B. Young and Eufemia D.
Balangue, are public officers, being then the Barangay Chairwoman, Barangay
Kagawad and Barangay Treasurer of Barangay 611, Zone 61, District VI, Manila
during the time material to the case."^^

The parties agreed that the issues to be resolved are as follows:

1. Whether or not the accused are guilty as charged when they were able to
reimburse the amount of Sixteen Thousand Nine Hundred Ten (PI6,
910.00) Pesos from the local flmds by using the undated letter of Marilyn
Ajesta to Maria Lourdes Manlulu containing the falsified signatures of Drs.
Paz M. Franco and Nilo O. Ortega, and the Certification signed by Marilyn
Ajesta attesting that a feeding program was had on December 2 to 23,2007,
when in truth and in fact, there was none;

2. Whether or not the accused perpetrated the falsification; and

3. Whether or not there was conspiracy among the accused in the falsification
of the documents subject of this case.^^

On 2 June 2011, pre-trial was terminated. Trial on the merits proceeded
and the prosecution presented its evidence.

Evidence for the prosecution

1.) Jaime H. Din

Witness Jaime Din was one of the barangay kagawad of Barangay 611,
Zone 61 in Bacood, Sta. Mesa and started his term as such on 1 December 2007.

Din testified that sometime in December 2007, the barangay council
passed Resolution No. 005, Series of 2007, entitled "Barangay Resolution
Utilizing Expenses for Nutrition Program." He identified his signature and the
signatures of accused Ajesta and Balangue appearing in the said resolution.^^
After the resolution was passed, the barangay officials waited but no feeding
program was implemented.

He went to the Accounting Department of the City Hall of Manila to find
out what happened to the project and to the resolution pertaining to the project.^^

Rollo, Vol. 1, pp. 404-405.
Id. at All (p. 10 of the Pre-Trial Order dated 2 June 2011)
Supra note 14. ^
Transcript of Stenographic Notes, 11 August 2011, pp. 10-11. / i

23 Id. at 12.

i
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He was able to secure jfrom the Accounting Department the following documents
in connection with the feeding program, to wit: 1) Resolution No. 005 intended
for the feeding program;^"^ 2) Summary for Nutrition Expenditures/Name of
Establishment;^^ 3) Written request of their Chairman to the City Accountant Ms.
Maria Lourdes Manlulu for tibe purpose of reimbursement;^^ 4) Request for
Obligation Allotment (ROA) dated 28 December 2007, Ajesta as the requesting
official. Young as Chairman for Appropriation and Balangue as the Barangay
Treasurer;^^ 5) Document coming from the Office of the City Accountant dated
31 January 2008, Transmittal of Check Voucher addressed to the Manager of
LBP/PNB Recto, Manila Check No. 14477 with Marilyn Ajesta as the Payee in
the amount of PI 6,910.00;^^ 6) Certification from their Barangay that a feeding
program was concluded and the list of the persons who benefited on the said
feeding program.^^

It appears that the documents for the feeding program project were already
accomplished. He wondered how this happened because no feeding program
took place on 3 to 23 December 2007.^®

Upon seeing the documents bearing the signatures of Drs. Paz Franco and
Nilo O. Ortega, Kagawad Malaya S. Mendoza went to Dr. Franco who was
holding office in the next barangay to verify the documents. Dr. Franco said that
she had no knowledge of the alleged feeding program.^ ̂ Din also verified the
addresses and names listed as recipients of the feeding program. It was found out
that the addresses are not located within their barangay and that the persons listed
live in another barangay.

He called the attention of Dr. Franco and an investigation was conducted
by the -City Legal Office of Manila.^^

On cross-examination. Din testified that he does not know the person or
persons who actually submitted the documents to the Accounting Office of City
ofManila.^"^

He does not recall of any announcement regarding the feeding program in
December 2007.^^ He is also not aware of any feeding program conducted on 18
and 25 February 2008 as claimed by accused because he has not seen any
logbook or record of the barangay. He did not believe it until he saw the

24Exh. A.
25 Exh. B.

26 Exh. C.
22 Exh. D.

2^ Exh. E.

29 TSN, 11 August 2011, p. 14 (Exh. H). ^
20 TSN, 12 March 2012, p. 9.
21 Id. at 17. / •
22 Id. at 31,34,38. / f/
22 Id. at 26-27. 0
24 TSN, 12 July 2011, p. 7.
25 Id. at 21. /
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pictures.^^ But Din said that he was not sure of the actual date of the feeding
program depicted in the photographs.^^ He also did not inquire if there was any
activity conducted at the barangay hall on 18 and 25 February 2008, and no one
informed him of any feeding program that was undertaken by the barangay.^^

Din further testified that it is possible that there was a barangay nutrition
program conducted in their barangay in 2008 because of Resolution No. 005. He
said that the barangay council agreed to have a feeding program but there was no
specific date when it will be conducted.^^ He admitted that Resolution No. 005
was an undated resolution. There was also an agreement that the barangay
council will have to pass another resolution to formalize the implementation as
to the date when the feeding program will be conducted."^®

He declared that when accused Young signed the ROA, there was already
an appropriation made by the barangay for the nutrition feeding program. He
confirmed that the signatures of accused Ajesta, Young and Balangue on the
ROA are genuine."^^ On the other hand, Din said that accused Manlulu relied on
the certifications in the ROA."^^ Accused Manlulu's signature on the ROA
signifies that there was available amount to be disbursed, if approved."^^

On re-direct examination. Din said that because of the request of their
barangay for the funding of PI 6,910, a check"^^ was issued for the said amount.
Based on the transmittal of the check, it was received by accused Ajesta.^^

He added that he confronted Dr. Franco and she personally informed him
that it was not her signature that appears on the certification."^^

In his re-cross examination. Din insisted that there was no nutrition
feeding program conducted in their barangay on 18 February 2008."^^

2.) Oscar H. Ongray

Witness Ongray is the State Auditor III in the Commission on Audit
(COA). He brought to court the originals of the documents indicated in the
subpoena duces tecum dated 31 August 2011 to wit:

TSN, 12 July 2011, pp. 27-28.
Id. at 30.

38 Id. at 15.

39 Id. at 23.

Id. at 24.

Id. at 38.

Id. at 40.

"3 Id. at 43. /''"Id. at44. (y
"3 Exh. N.

'^^TSN, 12 July 2011, p. 49.
Id. at 50.

'*8 TSN, 20 September 2012, p. 11.
^^9 Mo, Vol. l,p. 495.

/
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1. Barangay Resolution Utilizing expenses for Nutrition Program,
Barangay 611, Zone 61 District VI dated 2 December 2007;

2. Summary for Nutrition Exp. signed by Marilyn Ajesta;
3. Letter of Barangay Chairman Marilyn Ajesta, Barangay 611, Zone

61, District VI addressed to Maria Lourdes Manlulu informing her
about the Bar^gay Nutritional Committee feeding program from 3
to 23 December 2007;

4. Request for Obligation Allotment Barangay 611, Zone 61, District
VI, Obligation No. 07-12-192 dated 28 December 2007;

5. Transmittal Letter from the Office of the City Accountant dated
January 3,2008, Control No. VI-3749;

6. Certification that the Sanggunian feeding program had been
successfully completed

7. Disbursement Voucher No. 08-01-09.

These documents were part of the transaction relative to the Nutrition
Program of Barangay 611, Zone 61, District VI, City of Manila submitted to the
COA for audit.

On cross-examination, Ongray testified that the signature on top of the
name Maria Lourdes R. Manlulu appearing in the transmittal letter marked as
Bxh. E and in the disbursement voucher marked as Exh. N, does not belong to
accused Manlulu. The signatures appear to be the signature of Manlulu's
assistant, Ms. Gloria C. Quilantang.^®

3.) Dra. Faz Magallanes Franco

Franco was the Physician-in-Charge of Pamana Health Center located in
Damka St., Old Sta. Mesa, Manila, District VI.

Franco testified that Barangay 611, Zone 61, District VI was not part of
the barangays she covered. When confronted with the letter addressed to
accused Manlulu marked as Exh. C, Franco said that the signature on top of her
printed name is not her signature.^^ She also does not remember signing the
Certification^^ marked as Exh. H regarding the successful completion of a
feeding program on 3 to 23 December 2007.^"^

She is familiar with Dr. Nilo Ortega, their former District Health Officer,
and declared that Ortega resigned prior to December 2007.^^

TSN, 17 November 2012, pp. 26, 31-32.
Id. at 45.

52 Id. at 47.
53 Exh. H.

5'^ TSN, 17 November 2012, p. 49.
55 Id. at 45,48.
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The falsified documents were brought to her attention in 2009. She
reported it to her superior. Dr. Gina Pardilla, who in turn made a written
explanation^^ submitted to the City Health Officer, Dr. Marie Lorraine M.
Sanchez.^^

On cross-examination. Franco testified that she appeared at the City Legal
Office during the conduct of the investigation. They were informed by the city
legal officer of the outcome of the investigation and it was revealed that her
signature and that of Dr. Ortega were falsified.^^ They were advised to file a
complaint against the persons who falsified their signatures. However, they did
not file any complaint because they were busy.^^

4.) Malaya Sotto Mendoza

Mendoza was elected kagawad of Barangay 611 in the City of Manila in
2007.

Mendoza corroborated the testimony of prosecution witness Jaime Din.
She further testified that fi-om the documents secured by Din from the COA and
other offices, they discovered that there was a feeding program in their barangay
that did not actually happen.^® It appears from the documents that the feeding
program was held on 3 to 23 December 2007 and they were not aware of it.

The documents bore the signature of Dr. Paz Franco. They went to Dr.
Franco who was in-charge of the health center in Barangay 598 in Damka,
Manila, to verify the genuineness of her signature and to inquire if there was
actually a feeding program conducted under her. Dr. Franco denied that it was
her signature and said that she does not know anything about the documents.^^

Dr. Franco also said that Dr. Ortega, one of the signatories to the
docunients, has retired from service before December 2007.^^

Thereafter, Mendoza gathered signatures of their constituents to attest to
the fact that no feeding program was conducted on 3 to 23 December 2007.^^
After obtaining the signatures fi*om their constituents, they concluded that the
documents such as the letter of Ajesta to Manlulu asking for reimbursement, list
of summary expenses, the ROA, list of beneficiaries and other documents, were

Exh. F.

Id. at 50.

58 Id. at 55,57.
59 Id. at 57.

TSN, 5 November 2012, p. 12.
5' Id. at 17.

"Id. at 18-19.
" Exh. G.

/• y
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falsified.^"^ Thus, the basis of the reimbursement from the city government was
through the use of falsified documents.^^

On cross-examination, witness Mendoza testified that she did not see
accused Ajesta sign the documents marked as Exhs. B, C, D, H, and N because
she does not know anything about the program. She also did not see accused
Ajesta, Young and Balangue bring and submit the documents to the Office of the
Accountant of the City of Manila.^^

They did not ask their constituents and even the other kagawad of the
feeding program allegedly conducted on February 18 and 25,2008 because they
were focused on the alleged December 3 to 23 feeding program.^^ Also, there
were no resolution and documents concerning the February 18 and 25, 2008
feeding program.^^

She knows accused Manlulu because they went to her office in 2008 to
inform her of the anomalies they discovered. Manlulu advised them to file a case.
At that time, they have no idea that Manlulu will be included in the complaint.^^
The second time they visited Manlulu was prior to the filing of the case. In the
spirit of transparency, they informed Manlulu that she will be included in the
complaint but Manlulu only said to proceed with the filing of the case.^® Malaya
testified that they did not confront Manlulu as to her purported signature
appearing in the disbursement voucher marked as Exh.

She is aware that all expenses of the barangay have to pass through the
Accounting Office and whatever approval the city accountant makes is based on
the documents submitted to them.^^ The purported signatures of accused Manlulu
in Exhs. E and D, are not the same.^^ She noticed the difference but thought that
Manlulu signed in different ways.

On redirect examination, Mendoza testified that the COA did not formally
inform them about the anomaly but it issued a Notice of Suspension disallowing
the transaction.^"^

^ TSN, 5 November 2012, p. 23.
«Id. at 26.
TSN, 26 November 2012, p. 18.

«Md.at31.

Id. at 33.

Id. at 57. ^
Id. at 63.

Id. at 65. y
^2 Id. at 68-69. '
22 Id. at 70.

Id. at 85.
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5.) JosELiTO David Ferry

Before the direct-examination on prosecution witness Ferry, the parties
stipulated on the following:

1. That witness is a Barangay Kagawad of Brgy. 611, Zone 61 of
Bacood, Sta. Mesa, Manila at the time material to the case;

2. That the witness will corroborate the testimony of witness Jaime Din
to the effect that he was able to obtain some documents from the City
of Manila regarding a Feeding Program;

3. That the witness will also corroborate the testimony of witness
Malaya Mendoza to the effect that Mendoza conducted an
investigation;

-4. That the witness can identify the documents, which were obtained by
witness Jaime Din from the City of Manila, and shown to him, such
as:

Exhibit A- Barangay Resolution utilizing expenses for Nutrition
Program

Exhibit B- Summary of Nutrition Expenses

Exhibit C- Letter of accused Marilyn Ajesta addressed to Maria
Lourdes Manlulu for purposes of reimbursement, and
noted by Physician in-charge, Dra. Paz Franco and
Health District Officer, Dr. Nilo Ortega- ADMITTED
only as to its existence

Exhibit D- Request for Obligation Allotment

Exhibit D-1- Letter to the Manager of PNB Recto regarding the
check with amoimt PI 6,910.00

Exh. G- List of names, addresses and signatures of the residents
of Brgy. 611, Zone 61

Exh. H- Certification submitted by Marilyn Ajesta and signed
by Dra. Paz Franco containing the names of children as
beneficiaries of the Nutrition Feeding Program as
beneficiaries of the Nutrition Feeding Program held on
December 2-23,2007

Exhibit I- List of malnourished children of Brgy. 611

Exhibit J and K- Certifications obtained by Kag. Malaya Mendoza
from the two (2) Brgy. Chairman^^

On direct-examination, Ferry testified that he was surprised when he saw
the documents pertaining to a feeding program held on 3 to 23 December 2007,
because there was no feeding program that transpired on such period.^^

Rollo, Vol. 1, pp. 562-563.
TSN, 5 November 2012, p. 42. /• i

1
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He became interested on the matter because there seemed to be some

irregularities. Kagawads Din, Liwanag, Dollentas and himself discussed and
decided to verify the documents with the COA if indeed a reimbursement was
obtained in the amount of PI 6,910.00. Since there was no feeding program that
happened. Ferry said that accused Ajesta should not have reimbursed the said
amount from the City Hall of Manila.^^

On cross-examination. Ferry testified that he did not know the person who
submitted the documents to the Office of the City Accountant.''^

After the presentation of testimonial evidence, the prosecution filed its
Formal Offer of Exhibits on 9 January 2013.^^ In its Minute Resolution dated 5
March 2013, the Court admitted all the exhibits offered by the prosecution.^^

On 7 March 3013, accused Ajesta, Young and Balangue filed a Motion for
Leave of Court to File Demurrer to Evidence^^ which was granted in the Minute
Resolution dated 4 April 2013.^^

On 2 May 3013, accused Ajesta, Young and Balangue filed Demurrer to
Evidence.^^ In its Resolution dated 18 December 2013,^"^ the Court denied the
Demurrer to Evidence. Accused's motion for reconsideration®^ thereof was

likewise denied in the Resolution dated 23 April 2014.®^

Evtoence for the defense

1.) Maria Lourdes Manlulu

In her Judicial Affidavit, ®^ accused Manlulu denied having conspired with
the other accused in the falsification of documents. She alleged that her act in
signing the ROA was part of the City Accountant's ministerial duty after all the
requirements for obligation had been met and complied with by the requesting
party.

Accused Manlulu further said that the signature on top of her printed name
in the DV®® and letter of transmittal/Advise®^ of the LBP Check No. 14477 were

TSN, 5 November 2012, pp. 48-49.
TSN, 26 November 2012, pp. 96-97.

''/?o//o,Vol. 2, pp. 13-29.
8® Id. at 60-61.
8'Id. at 63-66.

82 Id. at 84.
83 Id. at 89-114.
84 Id. at 144-170.
83 Id. at 181-207.

8® Id. at 271-291.
82 Rollo, Vol. 2, pp. 329-334 (Exhs. 4,4-A to 4-E Manlulu).
88Exh. 2-Manlulu.
8® Exh. 3 Manlulu.

/• /
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not her signatures. She also did not benefit financially or materially fi*om the
alleged falsification of documents.

A fact-finding investigation was conducted by the City Legal Office of the
City of Manila. It was found out that the falsification was perpetrated by Vivian
Bautista and Estrella Manio of JMOS Trading. This was shown in the letter of
the City Legal Officer dated 7 November 2008.

She further alleged that when a ROA is presented for approval, it is first
brought to the Barangay Accounts Division for evaluation of the existence of the
necessary appropriations. She relied in good faith that her subordinates
performed their duties in evaluating the validity of the obligation.^®

On cross-examination, Manlulu testified that the Accounting Department
of the City of Manila is headed by a City Accountant followed by the Assistant
City Accountant. The department is composed of the following divisions:
Financial Operations Division, Barangay Accounts Division, Internal Audit
Division and the Real Estate Tax Accounts Division. As head of the department,
she is the final authority.^^

Accused Manlulu also testified that barangay documents are directly
submitted to the Barangay Accounts Division and not to her office. The
bookkeeper checks the completeness of the documents and submits them to the
Division Chief who reviews the same before submitting it to the Assistant City
Accountant for another review. Then, the documents are finally submitted to her
for signature.^^ The reason for the long procedure is to ensure fiiat the supporting
documents are complete.

Manlulu fiorther testified that she relies in good faith on her subordinates
and considering that the division chiefs also review the documents. They also
have to rely on the regularity of the documents submitted to them because it is
the duly of the barangay officials to see to it that the documents they submit are
genuine.

There are several documents brought to her for approval. First is the
approval for the processing of papers, and the approval for the payment.

The first step is, the Barangay Chairman submits a ROA. In the ROA, the
kagawad who heads the committee on appropriation certifies the existence of the
appropriation and the barangay treasurer certifies as to the availability of funds.^^
Thus, before the approval of payments, the accounting department would first
check the availability of fimds and existence of appropriation.

With respect to the disbursement of fimds or the approval of payment, the
same is left to the authority of the barangay official. The Accounting Department

Rollo, Vol. 2, p. 332 (page 4 of accused Manlulu's Judicial Affidavit).
TSN, 16 October 2014, p. 15.

^2 Id. at 18.
Id. at 21. /■ =/
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merely checks the completeness of the documents and whether the goods were
delivered or the services rendered.^"^ If the documents are complete, the Barangay
Division Chief forwards the documents for signature.^^

They do not approve the disbursement of funds, they only certify as to the
completeness of the supporting documents. In her absence, under the Local
Government Code, the next higher in rank is authorized to sign documents. They
also delegate because of the volume of transactions.^^ If she delegates her
authority, the signature of the representative is also upon her authority as if she
was the one approving the document. But if the document was signed in her
absence, the next in rank who signs becomes responsible for his/her signature
appearing in the documents.^^ In this case, the DV was signed in her absence
because her name appeared therein but it was actually signed by her assistant,
Gloria Quilantang.^^

Manlulu said that the only document she signed was the ROA. The
documents attached to the ROA signifies that there was a completed transaction,
that is why at the end of the year they requested for the funds to be obligated.^^

Looking at the document, since the payee named was Marilyn Ajesta, it
implies that the request was one for reimbursement. The ROA was verified by
the bookkeeper as shown by his/her initial affixed therein. It was also reviewed
by the Chief of the Barangay Account Division, Eva del Rosario; as also
indicated by her initials.^®®

She reiterated that since the transaction happened at the end of the year,
they have to obligate the funds, otherwise, it will be reverted to the general funds
and the barangay cannot liquidate it the following year.^®^ The signing of the
ROA was merely to obligate the funds and not yet to allow the release of the
payment.

On cross-examination by counsel for accused Young and Balangue,
accused Manlulu testified that she did not see the person who actually submitted
the documents attached to the ROA.^®^

On cross by Atty. Ramon Antonio C. Sabinorio (counsel for accused
Ajesta), accused Manlulu confirmed that the ROA did not provide for a specific

TSN, 16 October 2014, pp. 25-26.
Id. at 22.

at 36-37.

Id. at 37-38

'8 Id. at 37.

^ TSN, 5 March 2014, p. 12. ^
Id. at 19-20.

'0'Id. at 22-23. ^
Id. 23-24. / J
TSN, 12 March 2015, p. 9.
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date for the Nutrition Program. She also does not know who received the
check.

2.)LuisaB. Young

Accused Luisa B. Young alleged in her judicial affidavit^®^ that she was
elected Barangay Kagawad in 2007.

On 1 December 2007, she assumed office and attended the barangay
council meeting. In the course of the meeting, resolutions were passed and
different committees were created. She was appointed by the barangay council
as chairperson of the Committee on Appropriations of their barangay. Her task
was to certify availability of funds for each barangay project.

On 22 December 2007, another council meeting was held and one of the
matters discussed was the feeding program in their barangay. Barangay
Resolution No. 005^®^ was issued and a corresponding budget amounting to
PI6,910.00 was set for the said project.

On 28 December 2007, Barangay Chairperson Marilyn Ajesta summoned
her to the barangay hall. Upon arriving at the barangay hall, she saw accused
Ajesta talking to Vivian Bautista. Ajesta introduced Bautista, representative of
JMOS Trading, as the contractor who would assist them for the release of the
fimds for the Barangay Nutrition Program. Ajesta also said that Bautista is an
accredited contractor recommended by the Accounting Office of the City of
Manila. Ajesta then told her to sign the ROA.^®^

Young said that when she signed the ROA, it was part of the standard
operating procedure for the release of the fund for the feeding project based on
Barangay Resolution No. 005.

On the top portion of the ROA, the name of Marilyn Ajesta was written
below the word "payee."^®^ She does not know* who wrote the name of Ajesta
because when she signed the document, Ajesta's name was not yet written
therein. The first time she saw the document with the handwritten name of Ajesta
on the "payee" portion was when she received the complaint-affidavit filed with
the Office of the Ombudsman on 19 February 2009. However, Young said that
the signature in the middle portion of the document belongs to Ajesta because
she saw her sign on that portion.^

<wtSN, 12 March 2015, p. 11.
Id. at 13.

^Rollo, Vol. 2, pp. 346-371.
o^Exh. 12-Young.
o^Exh. I3-Yoimg& 13-E-Young.
°®Exh. I3-A-Young.
'®Exh. 13-C-Young.
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Thereafter, Ajesta gave the ROA to Bautista. According to Ajesta,
Bautista will submit the documents to the Accoimting Office for the release of
funds for the feeding program in the amount PI6,910.00.

On 18 February 2008, she went to the barangay hall and saw Barangay
Chairperson Ajesta, Barangay Treasurer Balangue, Kagawad Marietta Reyes,
barangay tanods, and some people. While they were busy preparing, Balangue
and the barangay tanods went house to house to inform the parents of the children
who will participate in the feeding program. The names of the children who
participated in the 18 February 2008 feeding program were recorded in the
barangay log book and in a separate list.^^^

On 25 Februaiy 2008, another feeding program was conducted. The names
of the children who participated were likewise recorded in the barangay log book
and in a separate list.^^^

To bolster her claim that the feeding program was indeed conducted in
their barangay. Young presented photographs^ taken during the event. The
parents of the children who participated in the feeding program also executed a
letter^ to prove that a barangay feeding program was conducted.

Young claimed that she did not conspire with Ajesta and Balangue in
falsifying the following documents: (i) Summary for Nutrition Expenditures,^
undated letter addressed to Maria Lourdes Manlulu,^^^ (ii) ROA dated 28
December 2007,^ (iii) Letter Certification prepared by Ajesta,^ and (iv) Letter
of Transmittal dated 31 January 2008 addressed to the Manager of LBP/PNB
Recto, Manila.^ She said that she first saw the documents only on 19 February
2009, upon receipt of the Complaint-Affidavit.

Young also admitted that no feeding progr^ was held on December 3 to
23, 2007.^^® Like Ajesta and Balangue, she never said that the feeding program
was conducted on those dates and they do not know from where the complainant
got those dates. The truth is that the feeding program was held on February 18
and 25, 2008.^^1

On cross-examination, accused Young testified that Vivian Bautista of
JMOS Trading was introduced to her as the accredited contractor recommended
by the Accounting Office of the City of Manila. After she was introduced to

" Exh. I4-Young.
Exh. 15-Yoimg.
Exhs. 16-Young, 16-A-Youngto I6-E-Young.

'"Exh. 17-Youngand 17-A-Young.
'^Exh. 18-Yoimg.
Exh. 19-Young.

"Exh. 13-Young.
Exh. 21-Young.
" Exh. 20-Yoimg. ^

Rollo, Vol. 2, p. 369 (p. 24 of accused Young's Judicial Affidavit). / /
2'Id.
22 TSN, 5 November 2015, p. 11.
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Bautista, she signed the ROA because it was her duty as kagawad and as
Chairperson of the Barangay Committee on Appropriation. She said that she
was instructed by Ajesta to just sign the ROA and nothing more.^^"^

She did not see Bautista during the feeding program. The second time
she saw Bautista was when she accompanied her to see and to apologize to the
doctors whose signatures were falsified. She said that she was not aware that
the supporting documents were spurious.

She did not bother to ask Ajesta why they need to use a contractor to avail
of the allocation fi:om the city.^^^ She also did not dissuade Ajesta in utilizing the
services of a private contractor because she thought that it was part of the usual
procedure.

On further cross-examination, accused Young testified that there was no
Nutrition Feeding program conducted on 3 to 23 December 2007. The budget
released in relation to the barangay resolution was used in the feeding program
held on 18 and 25 February 2008.^^®

She clarified that she saw Bautista for the second time when they were
called by Atty. Buan at the Manila City Hall during which, Bautista admitted that
she was the one who falsified the documents. The third time she saw Bautista

was at the barangay hall where she was asked by the former to accompany her to
Dr. Franco to apologize.

On re-direct examination. Young testified that she only found out that the
documents submitted were spurious when they received a copy of the complaint
fi*om the Ombudsman in February 2009.^^^

On re-cross examination, witness said that they were present when the
doctors testified that the documents supposed to be issued by them were
spurious.

3.) Marilyn C. Ajesta

Accused Ajesta testified that in October 2007, she was elected Barangay
Chairperson of Barangay 611, Zone 61, District 6 of Manila. She and the other
elected barangay officials took their oath on 30 November 2007.

^ TSN, 5 November 2015, p. 9.
2^ Id. at 13.
25 Id. at 24.

26 Id. At 25.

22 Id. at 32.
28 Id. at 27.
29 Id. Q/ • /
20 Id. at 43. / c/
2' TSN, 29 March 2016, p. 14. '
22 TSN, 19 July 2016, p. 8.
22 Id. at 10. f
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On 1 December 2007, she assumed office and called for a barangay
meeting. During the council meeting, they came up with the resolution creating
different committees, and appointed the persons who would be in charge with
the committees.

Two weeks after the council meeting, she went to the Accounting Office
of the City of Manila to inquire on the standard operating procedure that must be
followed and the requirements that must be submitted for the approval of a
barangay project.

The person in the accounting office referred her to Mr. Francis Zeus
Trinidad (Trinidad) who was assigned at the Barangay Accounts Division.
Trinidad advised her that since she was new, she should just let the contractors,
accredited by the city council, facilitate the processing of papers with the
accounting office. According to Trinidad, almost all barangays in Manila adopt
the said practice and it would be hard to have an appropriation for a project
without the assistance of a contractor who would do the processing.

Trinidad assured her that the said practice was legal and that the
contractors were accredited by the city council and the Barangay Bureau.
Trinidad also told her that he will refer a contractor who would facilitate the

processing of the papers for the approval of the release of the budget for whatever
project of the barangay.

Meanwhile, on 22 December 2007, she called for a barangay council
meeting and they discussed about the plan to have a barangay nutrition program.
The council approved Barangay Resolution No. 005, Series of 2007 or the
Resolution Audiorizing Expenses for the Nutrition Program. All the kagawads
present during the council meeting approved the said Resolution.

They also talked about how to have the budget approved by the accounting
office. She informed the council even before the approval of the resolution that
it will be handled by JMOS Trading. There was no objection from the council.
Even kagawad Jaime Din, one of the complainants, also resorted to the aid of
contractors.

On 27 December 2007, she received a call from Vivian Bautista of JMOS
Trading, the accredited contractor referred by Trinidad. Bautista said that she
would facilitate the processing of papers for the barangay project at the
accounting office. Ajesta informed Bautista that the council passed a resolution
for a nutrition feeding program with an allocated budget of PI 6,910.00. Bautista
then said that she will be coming to the barangay hall to get a copy of the
resolution and to have a ROA signed.

RoUo, Vol. 3, p. 87 (Judicial Affidavit of accused Marilyn Ajesta).
Exh. 1- Ajesta.
Rolloy Vol. 3, p. 88 (Judicial Affidavit of accused Marilyn Ajesta).
RoUo, Vol. 3, p. 89 (Judicial Affidavit of accused Marilyn Ajesta).
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On 28 December 2007, Trinidad arrived at the barangay hall and showed
Ajesta.the ROA.^^^Ajesta identified her signature appearing on the box provided
for the "Requesting Official." However, she does not know who wrote her name
in the box provided for the "Payee," because when she signed the ROA, her name
was not yet written there. She also identified the signatures of Yoimg and
Balangue and said that they signed the ROA in her presence. She said that she
does not know who signed on top of the name of Maria Lourdes Manlulu because
at the time they were asked to sign, there was no signature above that name.^^^

Thereafter, they gave the ROA and a copy of Resolution No. 005 to
Bautista.

On 9 February 2008, Bautista informed her that the fimds are ready for
release and inquired on the intended date for the feeding program. Ajesta
answered that it would be on February 18 and 25, 2008. Those dates were
decided by her, Balangue, the kagawads and tanods who were present at the
barangay hall at that time.^'^®

On the night before 18 Februaiy 2008, Bautista brought to the barangay
the materials, utensils and ingredients that will be used for the feeding program.
They cooked lugaw (porridge) enough to feed at least 40 children. She, on the
other hand, requested tents firom the office of the Vice Mayor.

On 18 February 2008, at around 8 o'clock in the morning, Balangue and
other tanod went house to house to inform the parents that there will be a feeding
program at 11 o'clock in the morning and instructed them to bring the children
to the barangay hall.^"^^

There were about 28 children from their barangay who came. Their
names, age and addresses were entered in a list^'^^ prepared by Balangue.
Children fi'om other barangays and some of those passers-by were also able to
partake on the food served. Accused Ajesta claimed that those children fi:om
other barangays were also given because they were crying and throwing tantrums
when prevented from joining the line of the children who were eating. Thus, for
humanitarian consideration, they were allowed to join the feeding program.

The kagawads present during the feeding program were Young and
Marieta Reyes. The other kagawads refused to participate even after learning of
the scheduled program.

Accused Ajesta said that the other kagawads were aware of the feeding
program because their houses were just a few meters away fi*om the barangay
hall. Also, the announcement about the feeding program was posted in the

Exh. 2-Ajesta.
Rollo, Vol. 3, pp. 90-91 (Judicial Affidavit of accused Marilyn Ajesta).
Id. at 92.Id. at 93. 7^ ' ̂
Exh. 4-Ajesta.
RoUo, Vol. 3, p. 95 (Judicial Affidavit of accused Marilyn Ajesta)
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information board at the barangay hall. There was a tarpaulin in jfront of the
barangay hall about the scheduled feeding program and tents were also installed.
So, it was impossible for the other kagawad not to notice the event.

On 25 February 2008, a second feeding program was conducted. This
time, 32 children from their barangay participated in the feeding program.
There were also children from other barangays who came and joined the feeding
program. To prove that there was indeed a feeding program, accused Ajesta
presented the photos^"^^ taken during that day.

Upon learning that there were complaints filed against them, the parents
of the children who benefited from the barangay feeding program signed a
Statement^"^^ to prove that a feeding program was actually conducted on 18
February 2008.

Accused Ajesta denied that she, Balangue and Young conspired with
Manlulu in using the undated letter^"^^ with the falsified signatures of Drs. Paz M.
Franco and Nilo Ortega. Ajesta claimed that she first saw the undated letter only
on 19 February 2009, when she received the Complaint-Affidavit of Jaime Din,
Malaya Mendoza, Roberto Liwanag, Joseleo Dollentas and Joselito Ferrer filed
with the Office of the Ombudsman.

Ajesta also alleged that in the letter, it states that ''the Barangay Nutritional
Committee will start its feeding program from December 3, 2007 to December
23, 2007." The letter used the word "will" which means that it was prepared
before 3 December 2007. However, she assumed office only on 1 December
2007 and there was no resolution yet for the nutritional feeding program as the
barangay resolution for the said activity was passed by the council on 22
December 2007. The members of the council also intended to have a feeding
program at any time after the passage of the resolution.

She does not know nor have met Dr. Franco and Dr. Ortega. She also does
not know how their signatures got affixed in the document. Ajesta also denied
signing the Certification^"^^ that there was a feeding program held on 3 to 23
December 2007. She did not sign any Certification attesting that there was a
feeding program and never used that document in any transaction.

Ajesta admitted that there was no feeding program conducted by the
barang3.y on 3 to 23 December 2007. She learned about it only on 19 February
2009, when she received the complaint filed against them. She does not have
personal knowledge as to the actual preparation of the falsified documents.

Exh. 6-Ajesta.
Exhs. 7 to 7-d-Ajesta.
Exh. 5-Ajesta and 5-a-Ajesta.
Exh. C.

Rollo^ Vol. 3, p. 98 (Judicial Affidavit of accused Marilyn Ajesta).
Exh. 8-Ajesta.
Rollo, Vol. 3, p. 100 (Judicial Affidavit of accused Marilyn Ajesta).
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On 25 September 2009, a hearing related to the falsification of document
was conducted by the Manila Barangay Bureau. The hearing was attended by
her, Young, Balangue, Bautista and Manio of JMOS Trading, Zeus Trinidad,
Atty. Analyn T. Marcelo-Buan of the Manila Barangay Bureau and the five
kagawads (complainants) and their lawyer.

During the hearing at the bureau, Bautista admitted that she and Manio
were responsible in preparing and submitting the falsified documents, and not
the persons whose names appear therein. She quoted Bautista saying, "Pasensya
na po kayo, walang kasalanan ang tatlong ito," "Aha ang nagprocess at
naghanda ng mga documenting isinumite sa Accounting Office. Pasensya napo
kayo lalo na kay Chairman (Ajesta). Thereafter, Atty. Buan said to Bautista,
"O tingnan mo dahil sa ginawa mo sila tuloy ang kawawa.

Bautista's admission was stated in Resolution No. 01-10^^^ of the Manila

Barangay Bureau, which was the result of the investigation.

A separate fact-finding investigation was conducted by the City Legal
Office on the complaint initiated by Drs. Franco and Ortega. It was revealed that
the falsification was perpetrated by Bautista and Manio of JMOS Trading. The
finding was stated in the letter^ of City Legal Officer Renato G. De La Cruz
addressed to Dr. Marie Lorraine M. Sanchez, City Health Officer of the Manila
Health Department.

She filed a case for falsification of public documents against Bautista and
Manio with the Office of the City Prosecutor of Manila. The investigating
prosecutor found probable cause against Bautista and Manio. However, the
findings of the investigating prosecutor were overturned by the Chief City
Prosecutor. She filed a petition for review with the DOJ, which is still pending.

On cross-examination, Ajesta testified that she did not prepare the undated
letter addressed to Manlulu marked as Exh. C bearing the falsified signatures of
Drs. Franco and Ortega. The signature appearing in the undated letter was not
her signature.^^^ She learned that her signature was likewise falsified when she
received a copy of the Complaint from the Ombudsman on 19 February 2009.^^^

On re-direct examination, Ajesta said that before she received a copy of
the Complaint, she was not aware of the existence of the said document.

Rollo, Vol. 3, p. 100 (Judicial Affidavit'of accused Marilyn Ajesta).
'^2 Id.

Exh. 9-Ajesta.
Exhs. 10 and 10-a- Ajesta.
TSN, 9 Februaiy 2017, p. 15.
Id. at 16.

'"Exh. C.
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4.) Analyn T. Marcelo-Buan

She is a lawyer assigned at the City Administrator's Office, Manila.

From May 2009 until June 2013, she was the Director of the Manila
Barangay Bureau, Office of the City Mayor, City of Manila. As the Director, she
acts as representative of the City Mayor in fulfilling supervisory function over
the 896 barangays of the City of Manila.

Buan identified Resolution No. 01-10,^^^ which she issued on 18 August
2010. She likewise identified her signature^ appearing therein. She alleged that
she was called by Mayor Alfredo Lim to conduct an investigation about the
complaints. She scheduled meetings in her office at the Manila Barangay Bureau
and invited all concerned parties.

Sometime in September 2009, she called a meeting attended by accused
Marilyn Ajesta (the chairperson of Barangay 611), all kagawads including the
complainants, and the barangay treasurer. She also invited barangay contractor
Vivian Bautista, liaison officer Estrella Manio, and Zeus Francis Trinidad, the
bookkeeper in-charge.

During the meeting, Manio admitted that she signed the falsified
documents. The documents involved in the complaint were those prepared and
used by Bautista and Manio in processing the release of funds for the feeding
program.

Atty. Buan then told Din that from said meeting, it appears that Ajesta and
the rest are not the ones liable. She also advised Ajesta to file criminal charges
against the perpetrators. After the meeting, she reported back to Mayor Lim.

Atty. Buan identified the letter request^ she received from Chairman
Ajesta, and the Resolution No. 01-10 dated 18 August 2010, which she issued
because of the said request.

On cross-examination, Atty. Buan testified that in the conduct of the
investigation, her objective was to determine who was responsible in the
submission of the falsified documents. Bautista and Manio admitted to her that

they were the ones who signed the documents.

5.) Eufemia D. Balangue

Balangue is the appointed Barangay Treasurer of Barangay 611 by virtue
of a resolution, which was approved by the barangay council during their meeting
held on 1 December 2007.

Exh. 9-Ajesta. .
Exh. 9-a-Ajesta. fj * (V^
Exhs. 13 and 13-a-Ajesta. / i

161 xsN, 9 February 2017, p. 8,11.
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Balangue corroborated the testimony of accused Ajesta. She identified her
signature appearing in Resolution No. 005 passed by the council on 22 December
2007.^?^ She added that during the meeting, they discussed on how to have the
budget approved by the accounting office. Accused Ajesta informed them that
the processing of the requirements will be handled by the accredited contractor
JMOS Trading. There was no objection firom the council. Accused Ajesta further
informed them that such was the practice by the previous administration, as well
as the other barangays in Manila.

On 28 December 2007, accused Ajesta introduced her to Vivian Bautista,
representative of JMOS Trading. She and Young were required to sign the
ROA.^^^ Balangue identified her signature appearing in Box No. 3 of the ROA.

She also identified the signatures of accused Young and Ajesta on the ROA
because they signed in her presence. However, she does not know if the
signatures of accused Manlulu and Eva L. Sta. Maria are genuine because at the
time they signed the ROA, the signatures of the two were not yet there. Accused
Ajesta gave the copy of the ROA to Bautista.

On 9 February 2008, accused Ajesta informed them that she received a
call fi*om Bautista informing her that the funds were ready for release. She was
at the barangay hall then together with Ajesta, Kagawad Young, Kagawad
Reyes, and some barangay tanod. They decided to schedule the feeding program
on 18 and 25 Februaiy 2008.

Balangue said that there were announcements and tarpaulin posted in their
barangay prior to the feeding program. The barangay is only small and they knew
the households with children. There was also prior verbal information to the
parents about the activity.

On 18 February 2008, about 28 children from their barangay participated.
Some children from other barangays and who were passers-by also joined the
activity. The children were notified to return on 25 February 2008.

She listed the names, age and addresses of the children who joined on the
18 February 2008 feeding activity. As further proof of the actual event,
Balangue presented the statements of the parents of the children who
participated in the feeding program.

On 25 February 2008, there were 35 children listed fi*om their barangay
who attended the feeding program. As proof of the activity conducted,
Balangue presented the pictures taken on said date.^^^

Exh. 1-a-Balangue.
^ Exh. 2-Balangue.
^ Exh. 2-a-Balangue.
Exh. 3-Balangue.

^ Exhs. 4 and 4-a-Balangue.
Exh. 5-BaIangue.
Exh. 6 series-Balangue.
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Balangue asserted that the accusations against them are not true. She did
not conspire with accused Manlulu to make use of the undated letter purportedly
prepared by accused Ajesta and signed by Dr. Franco and Dr. Ortega; and the
Certification alleging that there was a feeding program conducted on 3 to 23
December 2007. She confirmed that there was never a feeding program
conducted by their barangay on said period. It was only on 19 February 2009 that
she first saw the alleged falsified documents. She said that she had no personal
knowledge as to the preparation of the documents.

During the 25 September 2009 hearing on the falsification of documents
conducted by the Manila Barangay Bureau, Bautista admitted that she and Manio
prepared the fake documents, which were submitted to the accounting office.
Also, in a separate investigation conducted by the City Legal Office of the City
of Manila on the complaint initiated by Drs. Franco and Ortega, it was
established that the falsification was perpetrated by Bautista and Manio of JMOS
Trading.

They tried to have their signature on the undated letter examined by a
handwriting expert. Thus, she, Ajesta and Young filed a Motion for Examination
by NBI Handwriting Expert^^^ with the Office of the Ombudsman dated 1
Febru^ 2010. However, it was not given due course.

On cross-examination, Balangue testified that because they were newly
elected/appointed barangay officials and they don't know the process in
acquiring budgets for the barangay, they went to the Accoimting Office of the
City of Manila to inquire. Upon arriving at the accounting office, they were
referred to Mr. Zeus Trinidad of the Barangay Accounts Division.

Trinidad advised Ajesta to get an accredited contractor to facilitate the
projects in their barangay. After Trinidad told Ajesta about getting an accredited
contractor, she left the two. Thus, she was no longer present when Trinidad and
Ajesta talked about how a contractor would help in facilitating the documents.
She does not know if there was any monetary consideration in engaging the
services or assistance of a contractor.

When asked on what was supposed to be obligated by the ROA, Balangue
said that Ajesta and the contractor were the ones who talked to each other and
the document was blank when she signed it.^^'^ Accused Ajesta merely said that
the ROA is one of the requirements for the Nutrition Feeding program that they
were about to implement.

Exhs. c & H.

RollOy Vol. 3, p. 209 (Judicial Affidavit of accused Eufemia D. Balangue).
Exh. 10 series-Balangue.

'2 TSN, 18 April 2017, pp. 16,17.
23 Id. at 30.

2Md.at24.

23 Id. at 26.
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Balangue testified that she was not present when the check was received
and encashed. She never inquired about the financial aspect of the nutrition
program and claimed that it was not her duty to hold the funds for the
barangay.^^^

She asked accused Ajesta the reason why they have to avail of an
accredited contractor and the latter answered that it was also being done by other
barangays.^^^ She did not ask Bautista why she is needed to process their
application for funding because of the fact that she was the accredited contractor
introduced by Trinidad, the Accounting Bookkeeper.

Balangue also testified that the funds were intended for the previous
administration for the year 2007,^^® but the check was received only on 9
February 2008. She does not know who received the proceeds of the check from
CityHall.^s^

On re-direct examination, Balangue testified that the barangay council
enacted the barangay resolution for the activity on 22 December 2007. The fund
was released and the feeding program was conducted on 18 and 25 February
2008. When she signed the ROA, die portion bearing the "Payee" was left blank,
and there was no signature of accused Manlulu. The purpose for which the ROA
was prepared indicates that the allocation was for the Barangay Nutrition
Program.

On re-cross examination, Balangue showed a copy of City Council
Resolution No. 34, Series of 2011 and City Council Resolution No. 187, Series
of 2010.^^"^ When they transacted with JMOS Trading, they were not shown any
accreditation.

On re-direct examination, she testified that she got the copy of Resolution
Nos. 187 and 34 from the Office of the Secretary of the City Council. The
resolutions were dated year 2010 and 2011. The City Council do not have records
of contractors' accreditation prior to 2010.^^^

After the presentation of defense evidence, accused Manlulu,^^^ Young,^^^
Ajesta and Balangue^®^ filed their respective formal offer of evidence. On 9
January 2018, the prosecution filed its Consolidated Comment/Objections to said

TSN, 18 April 2017, pp. 31,33.
"Id. at 32,33.
"TSN, 24 May 2017, p. 10.
"Id. at 11.

Id. at 12-13.

Id. at 15.

82 Id. at 24.
8' Exh. 11 and series- Balangue.
8^ Exh. 12 and series- Balangue.
85 TSN, 12 October 2017, pp. 9-10.
8« Id. at 14.

82 Rollo, Vol. 3, pp. 353-358.
88/?o//o, Vol.3,pp. 129-135
89 Rollo, Vol. 3, pp. 291-298. f
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formal offer of evidence of all accused. In its resolution dated 22 January 2018,
the Court resolved the formal offer of evidence by admitting their documentary
exhibits. Thereafter, the defense is rested their case.

Meanwhile, the prosecution filed a Manifestation on 3 January 2018 that
it will not present rebuttal evidence.

Ruling

At the outset, the Information filed in this case charges accused with the
crime of use of falsified documents as "defined and penalized under the 2"^
paragraph of Art 172 of the Revised Penal Code" (RFC). However, Par. 2
of Art. 172 reads:

Article 172. Falsification by private individual and use of falsified
documents. - The penalty of prision correccional in its medium and maximum
periods and a fine of not more than P5,000 pesos shall be imposed upon:

XXX

1. Any person who, to the damage of a third party, or with the intent to cause
such damage, shall in any private document commit any of the acts of
falsification enumerated in the next preceding article.

XXX

On the other hand, the crime of use of falsified documents falls under Par.
3 of Art. 172, which states that:

Any person who shall knowingly introduce in evidence in any judicial
proceeding or to the damage of another or who, with the intent to cause such
damage, shall use any of the false documents embraced in the next preceding
article, or in any of the foregoing subdivisions of this article, shall be punished
by the penalty next lower in degree.

The Information alleges that accused made use of falsified documents,
particularly the undated letter^ of accused Ajesta addressed to accused Manlulu
containing the forged signatures of Dr. Paz Franco and Dr. Nilo Ortega; and the
Certification^^^ signed by accused Ajesta that a feeding program was conducted
on 3 to 23 December 2007, in seeking reimbursement for the said feeding
program that never took place.

Clearly, the Information alleges the ultimate facts constituting the offense
of use of falsified documents under Par. 3 of Art. 172 (RPC). Thus, in the
Resolution promulgated on 18 December 2013, this Court held that "the
prosecution made a mistake in designating the crime charged in the Information.

Rollo, Vol. 1, p. 1,
Exh. C.

'92 Exh. H.

%
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The fact, however, that the prosecution made a mistake in designating the crime
charged is not a fatal defect."^^^

It is to be noted that even if the Information designated the offense charged
against the accused as violation of Par. 2 of Article 172 (RPC), accused may still
be prosecuted and even convicted for the crime of "use of falsified documents"
under Par. 3, Art. 172 (RPC). What determines the real nature and cause of the
accusation against an accused is the actual recital of facts stated in the
information and not the caption or preamble of the information, nor the
specification of the provision of law alleged to have been violated, they being
conclusions of law.^^"^ While it is necessary that the statutory designation be
stated in the information, a mistake in the caption of an indictment in designating
the correct name of the offense is not a fatal defect as it is not the designation
that is controlling but the facts alleged in the information which determines the
real nature of the crime.

We shall now determine whether accused are guilty of use of falsified
documents under Par. 3, Art. 172 (RPC).

The prosecution sought to prove that accused, in conspiracy with one
another, and with the use of falsified documents, were able to claim
reimbursement from the local funds the amount of PI 6,910.00 spent for a non
existent feeding program.

Accused Young, Ajesta and Balangue, on the other hand, denied that they
perpetrated the falsification. They claimed that the documents in support of the
feeding program were prepared by another person, and that they had no
knowledge that the documents submitted to the Accounting Office, City of
Manila, were falsified. Accused Manlulu, for her part, claimed that she never
conspired with the other accused and that she did not benefit financially from the
alleged falsification of documents.

To hold a person liable under Par. 3, Art. 172 (RPC), the concurrence of
the following elements must be established by the prosecution:

1. That the offender knew that a document was falsified by another person;
2. That the false document is embraced in Art. 171 or in any of subdivision

No. lor 2 of Art. 172;
3. That he used such document (not in judicial proceedings);
4. That the use of false document caused damage to another or at least it was

used with intent to cause such damage.

After a careful evaluation of the evidence at hand, the Court finds that the
elements of the crime of use of falsified documents are present in this case.

Rollo, Vol. 2, p. 151 (Resolution promulgated on 18 December 2013). /
Nombrejia v. People^ G.R. No. 157919,30 January 2007. ^

195People V. Donioy Untalan, G.R. No. 212815,1 March 2017.

/
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The documents marked as Exhs.

C and H were falsified

In the instant case, two documents were alleged to have been falsified: 1)
the undated letter^^^ of accused Ajesta addressed to accused Manlulu of the City
Accountant's Office bearing the forged signatures of Drs. Paz Franco and Nilo
Ortega; and 2) the Certification^ allegedly signed by Ajesta and which also
bears the forged signature of Dr. Franco certifying that the feeding of
malnourished children was successfully completed.

As a rule, forgery or falsification cannot be presumed and must be proved
by clear, positive and convincing evidence, and the burden of proof lies on the
party alleging forgery. In here, the prosecution has sufficiently established that
the subject documents were falsified.

The prosecution presented Dr. Franco, whose signature was allegedly
forged. Dr. Franco testified that she was the Physician-in-Charge of Pamana
Health Center located at Damka St., Old Sta. Mesa, Manila. She said that she
was not familiar with Barangay 611, Zone 61, where the alleged feeding program
happened because it was not within her coverage. She also said that she never
signed the undated letter addressed to accused Manlulu (Exh. C), as well as, the
Certification (Exh. H) pertaining to the completion of the alleged feeding
program in Barangay 611.

Dr. Franco also testified that she is familiar with the signature of Dr.
Ortega and that the signature appearing in Exh. C is not that of Dr. Ortega's.
Besides, it would be impossible for Dr. Ortega to have signed the documents
since he has already retired fi-om the service during that time.

The pertinent portion of the testimony of Dr. Franco during the hearing
conducted on 17 November 2011 is reproduced hereunder, viz:

PROS. DAYCO

Q: Now, I will refer you to the original. There is a name Paz M.
Franco, M.D. IV and there is a signature. Will you please go over
it and inform this Court whether or not you recognize that
signature and that name?

A: This signature appearing in this paper is not mine.

THE INTERPRETER

Exh. C.

'''Exh.H. /y . y
Spouses Orsolino v. Frany^ G.R. No. 193887,29 March 2017. / '

199 7sN, 17 November 2011, pp. 44-45.
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The witness is pointing to the signature above the handwritten
name Paz M. Franco, M.D. IV, Physician-in-Charge.

PROS. DAYCO

Q: Now, do you remember having signed any letter addressed
to Maria Lourdes Manlulu regarding a Barangay Nutrition
Feeding program from December 3, 2007 to December 23,
2007 at any time?

A; No, sir.

Q: Now, you also mentioned that you know Dr. Nilo Ortega?

A; Yes, sir. -

Q: Have you seen his signature in the past? Are you familiar
with his signature?

A: Yes, sir.

Q: I am showing you the same document and there is a
signature over the name Nilo O. Ortega. You said you are
familiar with the signature of Mr. Ortega. Will you please
tell this Court whether that signature belongs to Dr. Ortega?

A: I think this is not his signature, sir.

Q: And if I may remind you, you mentioned earlier that during this
time Dr. Nilo Ortega has already resigned?

JUSTICE GESMUNDO

Retired.

PROS. DAYCO

Q: Retired, I mean retired?

A: Yes, retired.

Q: Now, I am showing to you another document earlier marked as
Exhibit "H" which purportedly is a Certification that the
Sanggunian has successfully completed the feeding program for
malnourished children firom December 3 to December 23.1 am

showing you the two (2) documents. This is the original and this
one is a Xerox copy and previously marked as Exhibit "H". Do
you agree that Exhibit "H" is a faithful reproduction of the
original?

THE INTERPRETER

The witness is comparing Exhibit "H", the photocopy with the
original.

THE WITNESS

A: Yes, sir.

PROS. DAYCO /■

r
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Q: Now, I am referring you to the original. There is at the
bottom a signature over the typewritten name Paz M.
Franco, M.D. Please go over that signature.

A: Yes, that signature is not mine, sir.

Q: Do you remember having ever signed a document
purporting to be a Certification for the successful
completion of (the) feeding program for malnourished
children from December 3 to December 23,2007?

A: None, sir.^®® (emphasis supplied)

The testimony of Dr. Franco was never rebutted on record. Accused did
not present any evidence to repudiate the prosecution's evidence. As will be
discussed below, accused Ajesta, Young and Balangue never denied that the
subject documents were falsified, only that another person perpetrated the
falsification.

Evidently, Exhs. C and Exh. H are falsified documents.

Falsification was
perpetrated by another
person

In addition to the requirement that document must be falsified, par. 3 of
Art. 172 (RFC) provides that the falsity must be perpetrated by another person.
In this case, it was shown that the falsification was authored by another person.

In her testimony, accused Ajesta said that during the hearing related to the
falsification of documents conducted by the Manila Barangay Bureau, Vivian
Bautista admitted that she and Estrella Manio falsified the documents in relation

to the alleged feeding program of Barangay 611.^®^ Accused Young^^^ and
Balangue^®^ corroborated the testimony of accused Ajesta. They both alleged that
during the investigation related to falsification of documents, Bautista admitted
that she falsified the documents.^®"^

Bautista's admission was mentioned in the Manila Barangay Bureau
Resolution No. 01-10 signed by its Director, Atty. Analyn T. Marcelo-Buan. The
pertinent portion of the said Resolution provides:

200TSN, 17 November 2011, pp. 47-49.
Rollo, Vol. 3, p. 100 (Judicial Affidavit of Marilyn Ajesta).
tSN, 29 March 2016, p. 14.
Rollo, Vol. 3, pp. 208-209 (Judicial Affidavit of Balangue).

204TSN, 29 March 2016, p. 14; Rollo, Vol. 3, pp. 208-209.
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xxxx

That on September 25, 2009, appeared Vivian Bautista and Estrella
Manic, of Lucky Bee Enterprises, and in front of the undersigned. Director of
the Manila Barangay Bureau and the Barangay officials of Barangay 611, Zone
61, District VI, Manila, they both admitted, that they were the one responsible
to the faked documents.

205
XXXX

An admission is any statement of fact made by a
party against his interest or unfavorable to the conclusion for which he contends
or is inconsistent with the facts alleged by him. Admission against interest is
governed by Section 26 of Rule 130 of the Rules of Court, which provides:

Sec. 26. Admissions of a party. — The act, declaration or omission of
a party as to a relevant fact may be given in evidence against him.

To be admissible, an admission must (a) involve matters of fact, and
not of law; (b) be categorical and definite; (c) be knowingly and voluntarily
made; and (d) be adverse to the admitter's interests, otherwise it would be self-
serving and inadmissible.^®^

This admission against interest was not controverted by any other
evidence. As it is, such established the fact that Bautista and Manio perpetrated
the falsification.

The false documents embraced in
Art. 171 of the RFC were used to
obtain reimbursement for the
feeding program that was non
existent

As culled from the records, the undated letter (Exh. C) and the
Certification (Exh. H) that were established to have been falsified, and the
Request for Obligation and Allotment (RCA) and the Summary for Nutrition
Expenses were all prepared to make it appear that the feeding program in
Barangay 611 in December 2007 was completed. However, the position of the
prosecution is that no feeding program was conducted during said period.

Prosecution witness Din, one of the kagawads, testified that he was not
aware of any feeding program conducted on 3 to 23 December 2007 as there was
no announcement posted in their barangay for the said activity. To bolster his

Exh. 9-Ajesta. ^ ̂
^^Lacbayan v. Samoy, Jr.. 661 Phil. 306-323 (2011). / '
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claim, they gathered signatures'®^ from their constituents certifying that no
feeding program was implemented during the alleged period.

Din's assertion was corroborated by prosecution witness Ferry when he
testified that he was surprised to see the documents pertaining to a feeding
program because he never noticed such activity conducted in their barangay.'®^
Even accused Young, Ajesta and Balangue admitted that there was never a
feeding program conducted by the barangay in December 2007.

It is clear from the foregoing that Exhs. C and H were indeed falsified
documents within the contemplation of Par. 2, Art. 171 of the RPC. Said
documents purportedly show that Dr. Franco and Dr. Ortega participated in the
alleged feeding program by affixing their signatures on the documents, which
however turned out to be falsified because there was no feeding program actually
conducted. More importantly. Dr. Franco testified and categorically denied
affixing her signature to the document. She further testified that the signature of
Dr. Ortega was also falsified.

The prosecution also established that these falsified documents were used,
as they were submitted to the Accounting Office, City of Manila to obtain
reimbursement for the alleged feeding program. In fact, a check in the amount of
PI 6,910.00 was issued and received by accused Ajesta on 31 January 2008.'®^
Thus, it is inevitable to conclude that if not for the use of those falsified
documents, the money would not be released for a non-existent feeding program.

Conspiracy and knowledge that the
subject documents were falsified

From the above discussions, what remains to be sorted out are the
following: 1) whether accused have knowledge that the documents submitted to
the City Accounting Office for purposes of reimbursement were falsified, and 2)
whether accused acted in conspiracy with each other. These will be discussed
jointly as they are interrelated and entail convergence of circumstances
evidencing the same.

Conspiracy is said to exist when two or more persons come to an
agreement concerning the commission of a felony and decide to commit it. '^® It
is fimdamental that conspiracy cannot be presumed - conspiracy must be proved
by direct evidence or by proof of the overt acts of the accused, before, during and
after the commission of the crime charged indicative of a common design.'^ ̂

20' Exhs. G to G-4.
208 TSN, 5 November 2012, p. 42.
200 Exh. N.
2*0 People V. Macaranasy Fernandez, G.R. No. 226846,21 June 2017
2'^ Antonino v. Desierto, 595 Phil. 18-43 (2008). j ^
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In the Zapanta v. People^^^ the Supreme Court discussed the concept of
conspiracy, to wit:

Judge Learned Hand once called conspiracy "the darling of the
modem prosecutor's nursery." There is conspiracy when two or more persons
agree to commit a felony and decide to commit it. Conspiracy as a mode of
incurring criminal liability must be proven separately from and with the same
quantum of proof as the crime itself. Conspiracy need not be proven by direct
evidence. After all, secrecy and concealment are essential features of a
successful conspiracy. Conspiracies are clandestine in nature. It may be
inferred from the conduct of the accused before, during and after the
commission of the crime, showing that they had acted with a common
purpose and design. Paraphrasing the decision of the English Court in
Regina v. Murphy^ conspiracy may be implied if it is proved that two or
more persons aimed by their acts towards the accomplishment of the
same unlawful object, each doing a part so that their combined acts,
though apparently independent of each other, were, in fact, connected
and cooperative, indicating a closeness of personal association and a
concurrence of sentiment. To hold an accused guilty as a co-principal by
reason of conspiracy, he must be shown to have performed an overt act in
pursuance or furtherance of the complicity. There must be intentional
participation in the transaction with a view to the furtherance of the common
design and purpose. (Emphases Supplied)

In the instant case, the prosecution's evidence glaringly shows how
accused acted in concert to secure the reimbursement using falsified documents.

It was established that accused Ajesta signed the ROA, DV and summary
for nutrition expenses related to the alleged feeding program, and thereafter, used
the saici documents, as well as, the falsified undated letter and the certification in
seeking reimbursement for a feeding program that never took place. With the use
of the falsified documents, accused Ajesta successfully claimed reimbursement
in the amount of P16,910.00.^^^

Accused Young, for her part, certified the ROA and in effect confirmed
the existence of an appropriation for the feeding program.

As for accused Balangue, she certified the ROA to confirm to the
availability of funds and further certified the DV, which in effect attests that the
expenses incurred were necessary and lawful.

It bears to stress that the anomalous transaction started with the execution

of the ROA. It is one of the several documents needed to successfully secure
payment or reimbursement from the local government funds. A scrutiny of the
ROA shows that the "PAYEE" named therein was accused Marilyn Ajesta which
implies that the transaction was already consummated. Also, the documents
attached to the ROA signifies that there was a completed transaction that warrant

G.R. Nos. 192698-99,22 April 2015 citing People v. Bautista, 636 Phil. 535, 553-554 (2010). s V
2" Exh. E. /

/'
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reimbursement.^ These were duly established in the testimony of accused
Manlulu, to wit:

AJ GESMUNDO

Q  What is the importance of your signature in that ROA?

WITNESS

A  It is the obligation of Fund allotment. Sir

AJ GESMUNDO

What do you mean by that. What is the implication or rather the
necessity of you signing it?

WITNESS

A  That the funds are available are now being obligated because
the documents attached to that signifies that there is already a
completed transaction, so that it why at the end of the year they
requested for the funds to be obligated that is why upon review
by the Chairman of Appropriation of the Barangay that there
is an available funds, that there is an existing appropriation,
your honor

AJ GESMUNDO

So in other words you affixed your signature to this document only
after a transaction was consummated?

WITNESS

A  Yes, your honor

Xxx

AJ GESMUNDO

Okay, what was attached by way of supporting document wherein
the feeding program purportedly was already completed not before
the activity, which is which, after the activity or before the activity
when you sign the ROA?

WITNESS

A  Signing the ROA implies... INTERRUPTED

AJ GESMUNDO

No, no, the question of the court is with respect to time, did you
sign it before or after the activity supposedly to cover the expenses?

WITNESS

A  After the activity, your honor

AJ GESMUNDO

/
214TSN, 5 March 2014, p. 12. /
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So, after the activity, go ahead.

PROSECUTOR DAYCO

So, if it is after the activity, a reimbursement is a correct
transaction?

WITNESS

Since the ROA is named after... the payee is a Chairman Ajesta,
may I request to check on the document?

AJ GESMUNDO

Show the document.

WITNESS GOING OVER EXHIBIT "D"

REQUEST FOR OBLIGATION ALLOTMENT

WITNESS

A  Looking at the documents, the payee here is Marilyn Ajesta, so
this is a claim for reimbursement. Sir.

AJ GESMUNDO

So, it is a claim for reimbursement meaning, when you signed
it the activity has been consummated?

WITNESS

A  Yes, your honor

xxxx (Emphasis Supplied.)

Notwithstanding, accused Ajesta, Young and Balangue proceeded to sign
the ROA requesting for reimbursement of the amount allegedly spent for the
alleged feeding program. It bears to reiterate that, as clearly established, no
feeding program was conducted during the said period. Thus, conspiracy among
accused was evident at this point.

In their attempt to evade responsibility or liability, accused Young, Ajesta
and Balangue claimed that when they signed the ROA, the name of accused
Ajesta was not yet written in the box intended for the "Payee". Basic is the rule
that mere allegation is not evidence and is not equivalent to proof.^^^ Hence,
accused's allegation is essentially self-serving, devoid of any evidentiary weight.
Besides, he who alleges a fact has the burden of proving it. Accused Ajesta,
Balangue and Young did not present evidence to substantiate their claim.

Instead, accused shifted the blame to Bautista of JMOS Trading, who
submitted the documents to the City Accounting Department and claimed that
they have no knowledge of the falsities therein. However, accused Ajesta, Young
and Balangue cannot feign ignorance considering that the tenor of the ROA^

Agdeppa v. Office of the Ombudsman^ 734 Phil. 1-53 (2014).

7-
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signifies one for reimbursement of a consummated transaction, and they all
categorically admitted that they signed the ROA knowing fully well that no such
feeding program was conducted. Thus, accused's bare denial cannot prevail over
the overwhelming evidence to the contrary as proffered by the prosecution.

Consequently, accused Young's assertion that she should not be held
liable since her only participation was her act in signing the ROA, does not
negate her participation in the entire anomalous scheme.

Given the circumstances, accused are presumed to have knowledge that
the documents submitted to the Accounting Office were falsified since it was
established that their intention from the beginning was to seek reimbursement
for a non-existent feeding program.

The Court also takes note of the fact that accused Ajesta and Balangue
both signed the DV, which described the particulars of payment as:

To reimburse the Nutrition program 2007 under the account of MOOE

'07 in the amoimt of (emphasis supplied)

Ajesta and Balangue did not dispute their signatures in the DV.
Considering that no feeding program was conducted by their barangay, it follows
that the documents submitted before the City Accounting Office were falsified.
However, accused Balangue and Ajesta did not question the propriety of the
supporting documents and the regularity in the processing of the release of funds.
In fact, it is clear that accused Ajesta even accepted the check for a
reimbursement on an activity that never took place.

Moreover, the defense of accused Ajesta that she did not receive and
encash the check for reimbursement were successfully disproved by the
prosecution. Accused Ajesta points to Manio of JMOS Trading as the one who
received the check. However, a close examination of the DV indicates that she
received it and ecnashed the amount of P16,910.00 on 31 January 2008.

It is a rule in this jurisdiction that testimonial evidence cannot prevail over
documentary evidence.^^^ Testimonial evidence is easy of fabrication and there
is very little room for choice between testimonial evidence and documentary
evidence.^^^ Generally, documentary evidence prevails over-testimonial
evidence.

2JfiExh.N.

Federico Jarantilla, Jr. vs. Antonieta Jarantilla, et al., 651 Phil. 13-36 (2010), citing the case of Romago
Electric Co., Inc. v. Court of Appeals, 388 Phil. 964,976 (2000)

GSIS vs. Court of Appeals, et al, G.R. No. L-52080, May 28, 1993 citing the case of Marvel Building ^
Corporation vs. David, 94 Phil. 376 [1954] /

y.
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Conspiracy was not
established with respect
to accused Manlulu

With respect to accused Manlulu, she was alleged to have conspired with
the other accused based on her signature appearing in the ROA. However, this is
not enough to establish her complicity in the crime charged.

Accused Manlulu testified that ROAs are first brought to the Barangay
Account Division for evaluation of the existence of the necessary appropriations.
The bookkeeper checks the completeness of the documents. Thereafter,
documents will pass through the Chief of Barangay Account Division for review
before,the papers would finally reach her. She claimed that she relied in good
faith on her subordinates who evaluated the validity of the obligation.

Considering the volume of the daily transactions handled by the City
Accountant's Office, it would also be impossible for accused Manlulu who heads
the said office to personally check the documents for every transaction.

This Court finds applicable here Joson III v. Commission on Audit,
where the Supreme Court held that:

We have consistently held that every person who signs or initials
documents in the course of transit through standard operating
procedures does not automatically become a conspirator in a crime which
transpired at a stage where he had no participation. His knowledge of the
conspiracy and his active and knowing participation therein must be proved
by positive evidence. The fact that such officer signs or initials a voucher as
it is going the rounds does not necessarily follow that the said person becomes
part of a conspiracy in an illegal scheme. The guilt beyond reasonable doubt
of each supposed conspirator must be established. (Emphasis supplied)

Therefore, accused Manlulu's signature in the ROA does not necessarily
follow that she becomes part of a conspiracy. It should be noted that the purpose
of the ROA is to set aside or earmark a certain amount for a particular
expenditure. Apparently, appropriation for a feeding program for Barangay 611
actually exists based on Barangay Resolution No. 005.

The other supposed participation of accused Manlulu in the conspiracy
was her alleged signature in the DV and in the letter of transmittal of check to
PNB, Recto Branch. Accused Manlulu claimed that the signature above her
printed name appearing in the said documents are not her signature. This was
confirmed by prosecution witness State Auditor Ongray of the COA when he
testified during his cross-examination that the signature above the name "Maria

219G.R. No. 223762,7 November 2017 citing the case of Albert v. Gangan, et al, 406 Phil. 231 (2001). j/
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Lourdes R. Manlulu" in the DV and the letter of transmittal of check is not the

signature accused Manlulu but that of her assistant, Gloria C. Quilantang.^^®

Other than the approval of the ROA, no other act or circumstance
convincingly showed that accused Manlulu conspired with the other accused in
the commission of the offense charged. The long-standing rule is that the
existence of conspiracy must be proved by clear, direct and convincing
evidence.^^^ Conspiracy must be established by the same quantum of evidence
as the elements of the offense charged.^^^ The conspiracy angle in this case with
respect to accused Manlulu failed to comply with the foregoing standards.

Intent to cause damage

Accused Ajesta, Young and Balangue offered no explanation as to the
haste in signing the ROA requesting for reimbursement. To argue that the funds
would revert back to the general funds if not obligated does not justify the act of
accused in using falsified documents for the release of the budget.

Moreover, Young's assertion that the budget released pursuant to the
barangay resolution was used in the feeding program conducted on 18 and 25
February 2008^^^ is of no moment. The fact remains, as the documents show, that
accused made use of falsified documents in seeking reimbursement for a feeding
program supposed to be conducted from 3 to 23 December 2007, knowing fully
well that no feeding program was actually conducted, thereby giving rise to the
conclusion that accused had the intention to cause damage.

There should have been no need to press for reimbursement when the
feeding program was to be held at a latter date, as accused claim. For what then
is the basis for reimbursement if there is none to support it? Indeed, to be paid
for something not yet spent for only served to highli^t the damage caused to the
city government which was obligated to actually pay for a feeding program that
has not happened yet.

In sum, all the essential elements of use of falsified documents have thus
been established by the prosecution that proves the guilt of all accused beyond
reasonable doubt, with the exception of accused Manlulu.

220 TSN, 17 November 2012, pp. 26,31-32.
22' Sargasso Construction and Development Corp. vs. NLRC, 4"" Div., 625 Phil. 674-682 (2010).
"^Nicolas V. Sandiganbayan, 568 Phil. 297-321 (2008).
223 TSN, 5 November 2015, p. 43.
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Penalty

Pursuant to Republic Act No. 10951,^^"^ violation of Art. 172 carries the
penalty ofprision correccional in its medium and maximum periods and a fine
of not more than One million pesos (PI ,000,000). Par. 3 thereof further provides
that:

Any person who shall knowingly introduce in evidence in any judicial
proceeding or to the damage of another or who, with the intent to cause such
damage, shall use any of the false documents embraced in the next preceding
^icle, or in any of the foregoing subdivisions of this article, shall be
punished by the penalty next lower in degree.

The penalty next lower in degree is arresto mayor in its maximum period
to prision correccional in its minimum period (that is 4 months and 1 day to 2
years and 4 months): the minimum period of which is 4 months and 1 day to 1
year; the medium period of which is 1 year and Iday tol year and 8 months; and
its maximum is 1 year, 8 months and 1 day to 2 years and 4 months.

Applying the Indeterminate Sentence Law, in view of the absence of any
aggravating or mitigating circumstances, the maximum of the indeterminate
sentence is the medium period, that is 1 year and 1 day. While the minimum shall
be taken from the penalty next lower, which is arresto mayor in its minimum and
medium periods, tihat is 1 month and 1 day to 4 months.

WHEREFORE, premises considered, the Court finds accused Marilyn
Casipit Ajesta, Luisa Batas Young, and Eufemia Dolates Balangue GUILTY
beyond reasonable doubt of the crime of use of falsified documents under the 3"^
paragraph of Art. 172 of the Revised Penal Code.

They are hereby sentenced to suffer the indeterminate penalty of one (1)
month and one (1) day of arresto mayor^ as minimum to one (1) year and one
(1) day of prision correccional^ as maximum; to pay a fine in the amoimt of Six
Thousand Pesos ̂  6,000.00) each, plus interest thereon at the rate of 6% per
annum reckoned from the finality of this decision until the amount is frilly paid.

However, the prosecution having failed to discharge its burden of proving
the criminal liability and participation in the conspiracy, judgment is rendered
ACQUITTING Maria Lourdes Romero Manlulu from the charge of use of
falsified document. The cash bond posted by accused Manlulu is cancelled by
reason of her acquittal and the refund thereof to her is authorized upon proper
compliance with the pertinent rules and regulations.

An Act Adjusting the Amount or the Value of Property and Damage on Which a Penalty is Based and the y
Fines Imposed Under the Revised Penal Code, Amending for the Purpose Act No. 3815, Odierwise Known as y
"The Revised Penal Code", as Amended.
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SO ORDERED.

Quezon City, Philippines.

. '^SPESES
^Associa^ Justice

WE CONCUR:

{at.
MA, THERESA DOlARES C. GOMEZ-ESTOESTA

Associate Justice

Chairperson

BAYANPH. JTACINTO
AssodiateJustice

ATTESTATION

I attest that the conclusions in the above Decision were reached in

consultation before the case was assigned to the writer of the opinion of the
Court's Division.

MA. THERESA DOLORS C. GOMEZ-ESTOESTA
Chairperson, Seventh Division
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CERTIFICA TION

Pursuant to Article VIII, Section 13 of the Constitution, and the Division
Chairman's Attestation, it is hereby certified that the conclusions in the above
Decision were reached in consultation before the case was assigned to the writer
of the opinion of the Court's Division.

AMPARO

Presiding
JE-TANG

e
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